Think carefully your next move Mr. Attorney Placement since I only email people who give me their email addresses wanting something for free or others pissed with people handing them their emails wanting something for free who can’t wait to share those assholes’ email addresses with me so that I will assist them take the likes of you on an educational light journey.

How long have you been practicing law?

Do you have a license?

I detest those who derive great satisfaction in exceeding the limits of their small authority; i.e. evil doesn’t come in the form of a pointed tail or pitched fork! - Jeffrey R. Krinsk Esquire.

How do you think you got on my email list?

Could you critique our first t-shirt design. Also do you think the graphic should go on the front or back of the t-shirt? Now if you think I should go to the bother of getting a trademark is this something you could handle?
Ps – About an hour ago as I watching the thunderous big surf roll in,
and only the best and toughest of the locals daring to go out, and so very few
managing to paddle to be in position to catch the monstrous waves, I thought I saw
a shark and decided to go down to the beach and at the same time stretch my legs
and breath in the most awesome fresh ocean swept air although just sitting in our
cliff house one could do the same thing and why stop when making love to the
most beautiful woman in the world, right; as I turned left to cross the railway
tracks to get on the other side, a handful of guys were coming across and one was
bleeding from the head, very possibly hit by his own or one of his friends’ fins, and
then the one friend said that he was sure there was a shark out there; now
remember it wasn’t all that long ago that Great White took out a swimmer in these
waters.

Does your website list your photo?

Do any of the people who work with you need more of an explanation of why your
strongest competitors are De Beers and Co. unless they are backing you and even
then you have to be concerned that if you don’t “play ball” they may back your
opposition that much more?

BTW, do you think like Michael Boyd aka topped-87623 that Top Black Hatter Rebbe
Schneerson was handing me a worthless-"fictitous" [sic] DeBeers one US Dollar Bill
or the other way round; bearing in mind the Black Hatter on the far left first handed
me that one DeBeers-US Dollar that in fact had been handed to him first by
Shneerson.
What do you think of this ritual that was done 24/7 by DeBeers’ biggest donors?
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-----Original Message-----
From: Dee Summers [mailto:dee@attorneyplacement.com]
Sent: Thursday, May 22, 2008 7:00 PM
To: 'Gary S. Gevisser'
Subject: RE: ARE YOU GETTING IT?

FUCK OFF YOU ASSHOLE. I DON’T WANT YOU EMAILS AND AM REPORTING YOU TO SBC (ATT)

SUMMERS & ASSOCIATES
17547 Ventura Blvd.,
Suite 205
Encino, CA 91316
(818) 981-0990
www.attorneyplacement.com

-----Original Message-----
From: Gary S Gevisser [mailto:gary@just3ants.com]
Sent: Thursday, May 22, 2008 6:33 PM
To: President@whitehouse.gov
Subject: ARE YOU GETTING IT?

German-born industrialist, financier, and one of the most successful leaders in the mining industry in South Africa and Rhodesia.

Oppenheimer became a junior clerk at the age of 16 with Dunkelsbuhlers & Company, London diamond brokers. In 1902 he moved to Kimberley, S.Af., where he served as a Dunkelsbuhlers’ representative. In 1917, with considerable backing from the financier J.P. Morgan, he formed the Anglo American Corporation of South Africa, Ltd, to exploit the east Witwatersrand goldfield. Two years later he formed Consolidated Diamond Mines of South West Africa, Ltd. (reformed as the Namdeb Diamond Corp. in 1994). This diamond prospecting corporation was so successful that he gained control of the De Beers Consolidated Mines, which once dominated the world diamond market, and in 1930 established The Diamond Corporation, Ltd.

In 1929 Oppenheimer formed the Rhodesian Anglo American Corporation to exploit the rich copper deposits in Northern Rhodesia. His last project was the pioneering of new goldfields in the Orange Free State, S.Af.

Oppenheimer served as mayor of Kimberley from 1912 to 1915 and was a member of the Union of South Africa Parliament from 1924 to 1938. A philanthropist and an outstanding figure in South African life, he furthered Commonwealth studies at Oxford University. He was knighted in 1921.

Sir Ernest Oppenheimer, chairman from 1929-1957.

1900-1940 : Sir Ernest Oppenheimer and Single Channel Marketing

On the strength of its ownership of Consolidated Diamond Mines (CDM) in South West Africa (now Namibia), Anglo American Corporation was admitted to membership of the London Diamond Syndicate in 1924.

The following year a new syndicate was formed, comprising Barnato Brothers (45%), JCI (10%), and Anglo American / A Dunkelsbühler & Co (45%). Firmly at the helm of Anglo American, the newly knighted Sir Ernest Oppenheimer was appointed to the board of De Beers in 1926, and elected chairman in 1929. The following year, through a scheme of arrangement with Anglo American, De Beers acquired a controlling interest in CDM and also acquired controlling interests in the Jagersfontein mine and Cape Coast Exploration Limited.

Newspaper headlines announce the closure of De Beers mines. Click here for full image.

Sir Ernest incorporated the Diamond Corporation Limited in 1930, to constitute a producers' co-operative including the major 'outside' (or non-De Beers) producers. This was in accordance with his belief that "Only by limiting the quantity of diamonds put on the market, in accordance with the demand, and by selling through one channel, can the stability of the diamond trade be maintained.

This new single channel marketing structure, which eventually came to be known as the Central Selling Organisation (CSO) was to be tested in no uncertain terms as the effects of the Great Depression deepened in the early
1930s. With too many stones chasing too few buyers, De Beers took the dramatic step of closing all of its Kimberley mines, as well as Premier (now Cullinan) and CDM. Outside producers' operations were kept intact and their stones purchased in order to ensure the industry's survival. The company E. Oppenheimer & Son was formed in 1935 to take over the guarantee that outside producers insisted on in their dealings with the Diamond Corporation, following the dissolution of A Dunkelsbuhler & Co.

De Beers' mining operations recommenced sporadically and in a limited way in the mid-1930s. By then, Sir Ernest had acted on a strategy to secure an income stream through the trading of diamonds by forming, in 1934, the Diamond Trading Company as a selling company based in Kimberley and London. The diamond market foundered once again in 1938 under depressed business conditions, particularly in the USA. A recovery the following year was short-lived: the onset of the Second World War saw the cessation of all of De Beers' mining activities for the next four years.

---

**The Gold Confiscation Of April 5, 1933**

**From:** President of the United States Franklin Delano Roosevelt  
**To:** The United States Congress  
**Dated:** 5 April, 1933  
**Presidential Executive Order 6102**

Forbidding the Hoarding of Gold Coin, Gold Bullion and Gold Certificates

By virtue of the authority vested in me by Section 5(b) of the Act of October 6, 1917, as amended by Section 2 of the Act of March 9, 1933, entitled

An Act to provide relief in the existing national emergency in banking, and for other purposes~'~, in which amendatory Act Congress declared that a serious emergency exists, I, Franklin D. Roosevelt, President of the United States of America, do declare that said national emergency still continues to exist and pursuant to said section to do hereby prohibit the hoarding gold coin, gold bullion, and gold certificates within the continental United States by individuals, partnerships, associations and corporations and hereby prescribe the following regulations for carrying out the purposes of the order:

---

**From:** Gary S. Gevisser  
**Sent:** Thursday, May 22, 2008 12:10 PM PT  
**To:** Paul Robinson  
**Cc:** rest; Office of the Israeli Defense Department Attache - Israeli Embassy Washington DC.; buttonbecky@hotmail.com; George Andreassi II Sargent Amanda Lopez - US Army Recruiter; Nicholas Oppenheimer - DeBeers-Anglo American Cartel [DAAC]; Author-Journalist Mark Gevisser - son of David Gevisser, executor of American Charles Engelhard's estate; Ernest Slotar Inc.; Sherri Hendricks - Rapaport Report; Edward Jay Epstein - Author of The Diamond Invention;
First, I think Adam L. Tucker has thought long enough how best to reply to your dribble, and so given how in addition I have plenty of time this morning, I will do the “honors”.

It is the most awesome stormy day here in Del Mar, and warm enough to be out in shorts and t-shirt.
although when riding to Ranch Sante Fe a little earlier, me on my Ducati ST4S following mostly behind my most perfect bum, awesomely sexy, most beautiful French-Canadian wife on her red 250cc Piaggio scooter, we were both wearing long pants.

Gold last trading at US$917.70 and there is not a single small business person throughout the world, not tuned to my highly informative missives, who “gets it”, more important than making love to what I believe is the hottest woman on the planet, Marie Dion Gevisser very possibly the most perfect female face and body that has ever stepped foot on the planet, and that is the absolute fact of life that each and every business, large and small is having to compete first and foremost not against what they consider their “competition”, those selling similar services, goods and/or products but each and every De Beers owned and operated diamond wholesales-retail money laundering store and that includes both De Beers operations located in downtown Del Mar; the bigger one with the filthy dirty
entrance carpet established in 1978, the year I arrived from South Africa and some 2 years before joining De Beers’ Codiam Inc. located on 47th Street, Manhattan, New York City, the money laundering and intelligence gathering capital of the world for the De Beers-Anglo American Cartel who make a total mockery of each and every banking law, each and every real estate law, each and every dog leashing law, etc, etc not just in the United States, the biggest consuming and polluting country in the world. but throughout the world.

Not to mention how often does it dawn on you when not thinking about that Nazi Swastika shaped US Naval building on Coronado, Island about the fact of the life that even if you never took a single economics course at high school or university would it be possible for a country that is a significant importer of goods from the rest of world, has the largest trade and government deficit in the world still has a currency that a single nation let alone a small business person in the rest of the world would accept as “legal tender” were it not for the corrupt leadership in those countries petrified of being assassinated by the United States Government’s CIA forcing their enslaved peoples to “behave” or face the superior and overwhelming military forces of the United States Government, the US Marines following in closely behind CIA operatives.

To mention little of were the 19 odd hijackers of 911 to have been put out in the field by Israel’s Mossad who choose very carefully from the very best of the best of Israel’s most elite Special Forces units including the non-Jewish Druze Special Forces unit who performed nothing short of miracles doing the summer 2006 six week war against the equally brilliantly trained Hezbollah Special Op commandos mimicking most brilliantly the best of Israel’s Special Forces units, you would know that first and foremost not one of the 19 hijackers would have needed to bring a single box cutter on board resulting in the United States Homeland Security Department having zero grounds for getting a single penny in funding.

To mention in passing, what still bothers you very possibly the most is my explaining to you and everyone, you of course having just an inkling of who else has been receiving my highly informative communiqués to the point that when you are all alone in your motor vehicle or eating alone at a restaurant you are increasingly unsure who is less, more or equally informed as you but knowing perfectly well that even if I am killed in the very next instant nothing will stop your anxiety from reaching a feverish pitch knowing that you have so very poorly chosen not to stand tall with all those around the world suffering so horribly by the brutal rule of less than 5% of the world’s population who have no loyalty to country, religion even their family, only to those who butter their bread who I am leading the charge in exposing ad-infinitum in the exclusive interest of giving peace a better chance.

The Mossad “got it” before they began officially reporting to David Ben Gurion in December 1949.

I cannot be certain that US 4 Star General Stilwell who remains a national hero in the Peoples Republic of Communist China “got it” when President Franklin D.
Roosevelt in October 1944 relieved Stilwell of his commands and recalled him back to the United States once Stilwell questioned De Beers’ controlled President of the United States at the time, again FDR, backing the “wrong horse”; namely Chiang Kai-shek versus the far more honest and much better military leader Mao Tse Tung, but I strongly suggest that prior to Stilwell’s rather premature death, October 12, 1946, some 2 years after being so severely reprimanded, he figured it all out, but chose to be quiet given his inability to broadcast such very important truths.

Not to mention that FDR saw to it that Stilwell returned unceremoniously to the United States only to be met by two Army generals at the airport, who told him that he was not to answer any media questions about China whatsoever. Again, according to Wikipedia, “A presidential election was coming up and Roosevelt did not want to take any unnecessary risks.”

To mention little that at 60, one year prior to incurring the wrath of FDR and Co. Stilwell arrived in Burma just in time to experience the collapse of the Allied defense of that country, which cut China off from all land and sea supply routes, and personally led the American forces out of Burma on foot covering some 140 miles of jungle in the blistering heat of a Burma summer. Again cutting and pasting Wikipedia:

This courageous walkout from Burma and his bluntly honest assessment of the disaster (he called it "a hell of a beating") captured the imagination of the American public, badly in need of candor and an American hero at that stage of the war.

Jeffrey R. Krinsk is not with me here at lounge area of The Inn in Rancho Sante Fe as I type leisurely before the wood burning fireplace,
waiting for my F-C wife
to finish teaching her oil painting class and to then enjoy a light lunch before helping Adam L. Tucker move out of his bachelor apartment in Solana Beach where you recall FBI Special Agent thought it important that he personally visit leaving his business card on the door.
No one around apart from the many staff hands.

Mr. JRK, “gets it” and that includes why, most of US Americans so heavily in denial, think that the South African Apartheid Regime that ruled ruthless over South Africa for some 45 years beginning some 12 days following the official start of Israel’s War of Independence back on May 14th, 1948, was nothing more than the vestiges of British colonialism “at play”, and in return the corrupt British and American Governments, hell bent on snuffing out free market forces that breed entrepreneurialism, then began divvying up in earnest all of South Africa’s rich mineral resources that included in addition to diamonds, gold, platinum and uranium, amongst their “cronies”, again those less than 5% who rule the world, allocating the scarce mineral resources rather poorly and again of course most brutally, and then of course demanding that their subjects be both civil and courteous, enough yet to make you vomit, you big coward?

And for good reason hard working US Americans operating small businesses like the Java Kai café in downtown heavily real estate and city council corrupt Del Mar, California never reaped their “fair share” of the US Government’s gun boat diplomacy which began in earnest at the turn of the last century when the heavily corrupt US Congress approved J.P. Morgan and Co. financing De Beers’ founder, Cecil Rhodes, just prior to German immigrant Ernest Oppenheimer arriving in South Africa in 1902, the same year that the Anglo Boer War which was financed by J. P. Morgan and Co. that now included De Beers, ended; the same year that Charles Engelhard Senior founded Engelhard Minerals and Chemicals headquartered in Newark, New Jersey; it inevitable that Engelhard’s son, Charles W. Engelhard Jr. and Ernest’s son, Harry Oppenheimer would team up, beginning when Charles Engelhard Jr. began journeying to South Africa in the late 1940s.

Not to mention yet again, that J.P. Morgan-De Beers and Co. financed the American led 8 Allied nations invasion of China in 1900.

Now while rethinking your dribble as well as your legacy now permanently like everyone else reading this easy to read so highly informative missive, not in the least bit bored, just loving all the photos, no possibility of being distracted to even think about your increasingly worthless real estate and all your other ill-gotten gains, check out Chapter 18, THE AMERICAN CONSPIRACY of The Diamond Invention, written by Hollywood blockbuster author Edward Jay Epstein.

http://www.edwardjayepstein.com/diamond/chap18.htm

The history of the world is now, this instant being written by the ultimate winners, those who make it a lifetime commitment to search for the truth and along the way never turn a blind eye to evil, all the while living life to the fullest.

BTW, my friend Becky, the assistant manager of the restaurant is not working today, she is only here Mondays and Tuesdays.

Let me just say a quick “hello” to George Andreassi II.
This morning I got up at the crack of dawn and were it not for the fact that my F-C wife wouldn’t have any difficulty finding a divorce lawyer, I still wouldn’t have taken this most awesome photo of her sleeping, the very soft cotton sheets so sexily draped over her beyond belief most gorgeous, most mouthwatering body, given how the batteries for the very thin Sony camera were totally dead.

My Belgian waffle, US$11.50 has just arrived,

Along with my second cup of coffee for the day.

So as not to awake MDG from her deep slumber I decided to go to Java Kai located on the north-east corner of 15th Street and Highway 101 on the ground floor of the Del Mar Plaza increasingly catering to mid-to lower class hookers, guys as well as gals looking for rich spouses and if not simply a sugar daddy-mom.

Java Kai has a new owner who was being taught the ropes by the owner of this Franchise business, that has some 30 or so independent and owner operated cafes throughout the southwest of the United States.

I recall rather well helped by the notes I took, that Jackson Brown was playing, “running on empty, everything I know, everywhere I go, people need reason to believe, if it takes all night that it will be all right – looking into your eyes.”

This photo below
shows me and a fake pig rather late one winter night being served our respective drinks at the Telluride estate of actress Darryl Hannah’s parents home in the late 1980s when Darryl Hannah and Jackson Brown allowed me and their close friend Brian Warren, a very good looking and most athletic Black African American, play
our regular game of paddle tennis in Jackson and Darryl’s backyard in Santa Monica, before cooling off in the pool.

BTW, my French-Canadian wife Marie Dion Gevisser, does not appear to be all that offended by Michael Boyd who has yet to confirm his real name, calling me “ugly” along with the expletives, nor the fact that he feels the need to show his emotion by using so many CAPs, but she thinks he is “using” me to attract viewers to his porn looking website of not necessarily the worst tattoo bodied women which may best explain what Mr. Boyd says is his Wall Street business?

From: Gary S. Gevisser
Sent: Tuesday, May 20, 2008 9:56 PM
To: Michael Boyd aka topped-87623@mypacks.net'
Cc: FBI
Subject: RE: KIDS TO JUST3ANTS.COM - RE: a six-pack of absolution

1-858-sel-next.

Please confirm your real name.
You have worked hard for the day. Get some sleep.

-----Original Message-----
From: topped-87623@mypacks.net
Sent: Tuesday, May 20, 2008 7:43 PM
To: Gary S. Gevisser
Subject: Re: KIDS TO JUST3ANTS.COM - RE: a six-pack of absolution

You have proven to me over and over again that you have no idea what the fuck you are talking about. Risk assessment is your business? Please, how fucking delusional are you? You couldn't calculate VAR in a portfolio anymore than you can have the FBI call me on the phone. You are so fucking full of shit (and fucking ugly too).

You have my phone number but are too much of a fuck9ing chicken shit pussy to call me; give me your number Mr. big man!

(I know you won't, you are a fucking insane coward)

From: topped-87623@mypacks.net
Sent: Tuesday, May 20, 2008 5:04 AM
To: Gary S Gevisser
Subject: WHY YOU HATE YOUR FAMILY

I KNOW WHY YOU HATE YOUR FAMILY. IT HAS NOTHING TO DO WITH YOUR MADE-UP CONSPIRACY THEORIES REGARDING DEBEERS. IT IS BECAUSE YOU ARE SO FUCKING UGLY!!!!!!

IF I WAS AS UGLY AS YOU I'D BE MAD TOO. JESUS TAP-DANCING CHRIST YOU ARE ONE UGLY MOTHER-FUCKER!!!

Suffice to say as more people arrive here at The Inn, a rather large gathering of women in the restaurant area to my immediate left, and now, just counted 40 women walking through the front doors to another section of the restaurant, I must now “make the rounds” handing out our new business cards with those rather clever sayings you can see on the “ticker tape” on the homepage of just3ants.com; not to mention I think “almost to a man” all of them would agree with my F-C wife, “The world would be far better off if women were on permanent PMS then they wouldn’t put up with any of the bullshit!”
I am quite certain even if you don’t agree, most if not all of them would agree that what I am accomplishing beyond my wildest expectations is the “Daac” [sic] period 1899-2008 that will serve as the most extraordinary reference point for the future generations getting up to speed that much quicker with the reasons for the beyond belief brutality of those so in denial calling themselves “civilized”, who thought by being “civil”, following their atrocities in faraway lands, they would get away at least in their lifetimes with the world increasing knowledgeable of the De Beers-Anglo American Cartel being behind their so in denial over-the-top so brutally lavish lifestyles; and now with each moment knowing that they cannot slow down the transfer of Knowledge-Information-Light-power, power to change the world, making those in denial, forced to go “deafeningly silent”, stand out for having failed to stand tall, creating the most hilariously funny self perpetuating hell hole that’s lights up the path to make peace on earth for all those doing the “heavy lifting” a reality; again with each passing moment, more hope for the “Children of Israel to be a light unto the nations”, the dream of the most great David Ben Gurion, first official head of the Mossad and Prime Minister of Israel.

Let me leave you with a pictorial of my and my F-C wife’s day yesterday, the first photo taken using a telescopic lens from our king size bed in our gallery-studio-home perched atop the bluffs of Del Mar.
Continuing...

[Word count 2632]

-----Original Message-----
From: Adam L Tucker [mailto:adam@just3ants.com]
Sent: Sunday, April 27, 2008 9:50 AM
To: 'Gary S. Gevisser'
Subject: FW: Black & White

I want to think about how to reply to this.

-----Original Message-----
From: year96@hotmail.com
Sent: Sunday, April 27, 2008 9:47 AM
To: Adam L Tucker
Subject: Re: Black & White

Adam,

You nor Gary knows anything about my what's going on in my life. I really
don't care about any persons struggles other than that of my fathers who is
in the middle of a fight with Brain Cancer. I have other family members who
fighting for their lives as well.

We are all sharing the same planet, and I'm not sure why you believe your
mission is more important than one I choose. Is just3ants bigger than my
fathers fight agains't cancer? Its my life and my choice to choose where to
put my energy, by right of this time alive here being mine. What gives you
right to point a finger at me or anyone else for spending their time on what
they feel is important.

For that I am not ashamed, not in the least. I spent the last 7 years taking
care of my grandmother, not shipping her off to a "nice" care home as everyone is doing these days. For that I am not ashamed.

By what right do and Gary have to sit their typing away, making presumptuous statements about my life?

I also respectfully asked for both you and Gary to let me choose my own path, to discuss things with those who are important to me as this will affect them, you and Gary have stepped over all of my requests.

I've shown you nothing but respect and courtesy for you and you since I met you. I was respectful to your Uncle Gary when speaking with him.

In all of my emails to Gary Gevssier I have shown nothing but respect, simply offering up my opinions and asking for time to make an informed decision. Promptly being encircled into something I didn't ask for.

If my reaching the point of typing this email was your goal, than you have obtained it!

I suggest you both check your own moral premise.

Who elected anyone to be the judge of the world and point a finger at me?

Good luck.

Perspective? I was referring to your question of whether or not you thought I was ashamed. No, I am not.

I think the chemical war programs are disgusting, in South Africa and In America.

Now if you want, "send this to world" as Gary would put it

Good luck
Sent via BlackBerry by AT&T

-----Original Message-----
From: "Adam L Tucker" <adam@just3ants.com>

Date: Sun, 27 Apr 2008 08:59:28
To:<year96@hotmail.com>
Cc:"Gary S. Gevisser" <gevisser@sbcglobal.net>
Subject: RE: Black & White

When I see a beautiful flower, my realization of it's beauty is my truth since not everyone may share my perspective.
"I read about the South African Dr. Conducting experiments, and RD in chemical agents. Very disturbing, but not suprising.

Its history repeating itself. The US government injected African Americans with Chipilis 60-70 years ago saying it was a cure.

Its all perspective, no I'm not ashamed of anything."

Are you trying to tell me that the right and wrong in the examples you sited are a matter of perspective?

Do you realize how stupid and hypocritical you sound? And you say you are not ashamed.

Have you looked at our "$ Hit List [sic]" on just3ants? You know that I exposed my corrupt family. Your correspondences are a record of culpability; it is one thing to be ignorant but when you know better there is no excuse for inaction.

If the masses are ignorant and complacent, and the people that know better choose to bury their head in the sand how can anything change for the better?

It is people like you that afford an environment that fosters government sponsored genocide.

Inaction to stop something is the action of supporting it.

Adam

-----Original Message-----
From: year96@hotmail.com [mailto:year96@hotmail.com]
Sent: Sunday, April 27, 2008 8:47 AM
To: Adam L Tucker
Subject: Re: Black & White

I read about the South African Dr. Conducting experiments, and RD in chemical agents. Very disturbing, but not suprising

Its history repeating itself. The US government injected African Americans with Chipilis 60-70 years ago saying it was a cure.

Its all perspective, no I'm not ashamed of anything.

Paul
Sent via BlackBerry by AT&T

-----Original Message-----
Are you not yet ashamed enough?

It’s not white or wrong [sic] until you know better.

Adam

-----Original Message-----
From: Adam L Tucker [mailto:adam@just3ants.com]
Sent: Sunday, April 27, 2008 9:50 AM
To: 'Gary S. Gevisser'
Subject: FW: Black & White

I want to think about how to reply to this.

-----Original Message-----
From: year96@hotmail.com [mailto:year96@hotmail.com]
Sent: Sunday, April 27, 2008 9:47 AM
To: Adam L Tucker
Subject: Re: Black & White

Adam,

You nor Gary knows anything about my what's going on in my life. I really
don't care about any persons struggles other than that of my fathers who is
in the middle of a fight with Brain Cancer. I have other family members who
fighting for their lives as well.

We are all sharing the same planet, and I'm not sure why you believe your
mission is more important than one I choose. Is just3ants bigger than my
fathers fight against cancer? Its my life and my choice to choose where to
put my energy, by right of this time alive here being mine. What gives you
right to point a finger at me or anyone else for spending their time on what
they feel is important.

For that I am not ashamed, not in the least. I spent the last 7 years taking
care of my grandmother, not shipping her off to a "nice" care home as
everyone is doing these days. For that I am not ashamed.

By what right do and Gary have to sit their typing away, making presumptuous
statments about my life?

I also respectfully asked for both you and Gary to let me choose my own path,
to discuss things with those who are important to me as this will affect them, you and Gary have stepped over all of my requests.

I've shown you nothing but respect and courtesy for you and you since I met you. I was respectful to your Uncle Gary when speaking with him.

In all of my emails to Gary Gevssier I have shown nothing but respect, simply offering up my opinions and asking for time to make an informed decision. Promptly being encircled into something I didn't ask for.

If my reaching the point of typing this email was your goal, than you have obtained it!

I suggest you both check your own moral premise.

Who elected anyone to be the judge of the world and point a finger at me?

Good luck.

Perspective? I was referring to your question of whether or not you thought I was ashamed. No, I am not.

I think the chemical war programs are disgusting, in South Africa and In America.

Now if you want, "send this to world" as Gary would put it

Good luck
Sent via BlackBerry by AT&T

-----Original Message-----
From: "Adam L Tucker" <adam@just3ants.com>
Date: Sun, 27 Apr 2008 08:59:28
To:<year96@hotmail.com>
Cc: "Gary S. Gevisser" <gevisser@sbcglobal.net>
Subject: RE: Black & White

When I see a beautiful flower, my realization of it's beautify is my truth since not everyone may share my perspective.

"I read about the South African Dr. Conducting experiments, and RD in chemical agents. Very disturbing, but not suprising

Its history repeating itself. The US government injected African Americans with Chipilis 60-70 years ago saying it was a cure.
Its all perspective, no I'm not ashamed of anything.."

Are you trying to tell me that the right and wrong in the examples you sited are a matter of perspective?

Do you realize how stupid and hypocritical you sound? And you say you are not ashamed.

Have you looked at our "$ Hit List [sic]" on just3ants? You know that I exposed my corrupt family. Your correspondences are a record of culpability; it is one thing to be ignorant but when you know better there is no excuse for inaction.

If the masses are ignorant and complacent, and the people that know better choose to bury their head in the sand how can anything change for the better?

It is people like you that afford an environment that fosters government sponsored genocide.

Inaction to stop something is the action of supporting it.

Adam

-----Original Message-----
From: year96@hotmail.com [mailto:year96@hotmail.com]
Sent: Sunday, April 27, 2008 8:47 AM
To: Adam L Tucker
Subject: Re: Black & White

I read about the South African Dr. Conducting experiments, and RD in chemical agents. Very disturbing, but not suprising

Its history repeating itself. The US government injected African Americans with Chipilis 60-70 years ago saying it was a cure.

Its all perspective, no I'm not ashamed of anything.

Paul
Sent via BlackBerry by AT&T

-----Original Message-----
From: "Adam L Tucker" <adam@just3ants.com>

Date: Sat, 26 Apr 2008 18:25:53
To:<year96@hotmail.com>
Cc:"'Gary S. Gevisser'" <gevisser@sbcglobal.net>
Subject: RE: Black & White
Are you not yet ashamed enough?

It's not white or wrong [sic] until you know better.

Adam

________________________________________
From: Gary S. Gevisser
Sent: Wednesday, April 23, 2008 12:58 PM PT
To: Paul Robinson
Cc: rest; Valerie Schulte Esq. - National Association of Broadcasters; Kenneth Standard Esq. - Immediate Past President of the New State Bar Association; Alan M. Dershowitz - Harvard University Law School; Office of the Israeli Defense Department Attache - Israeli Embassy Washington DC.; Augusto Benito Vargas; Tefo Mohapi; Nicholas Oppenheimer - DeBeers-Anglo American Cartel [DAAC]; Stephen Cohen - Codiam Inc.; Eliot Spitzer - Former Governor of New York State - Former Attorney General of New York State - Linked to Prostitution Ring ; Ernest Slotar Inc.; Sherri Hendricks - Rapaport Report; Author-Journalist Mark Gevisser - son of David Gevisser, executor of American Charles Engelhard's estate; Sternshow@howardstern.com; Dr. Laura Family; Devin Standard; Dr. John K. Pollard Jr. - Alumni MIT & Cornell University; Adam L. Tucker - Just3ants.com; 'sergio.osuna@hotmail.com'; Jeffrey R. Krinsk - Finkelstein & Krinsk; Rainwaters; Basil Gelpke - co-Producer of Crude Awakening; barbarellainfo@yahoo.com; The Cow - BIG BEN aka The IT's writer; George Hurst Esq. - Lawyer-liar for Dr. John Ben Stewart aka Sperm Donor; Kathy Murry - "Daughter of murdered mobster lawyer who provided laughable affadvit to the" [sic] Sperm Donor; King Golden Jr. Esq.; Roger W. Robinson - "Busom buddy" of King Golden Jr. Esq. - Former Chairman U.S.-China Economic and Security Review Commission-Protege of senior DAAC operative David Rockefeller - Chairman of Chase Manhattan Bank; Mary Valder - Trilateral Commission; Tefo Mohapi; Derrick.Beare@Investec.co.uk; Bernard Lazarus - Open Supporter of The South African Apartheid Regime and brother of Gunter "The Pig" Lazarus; Professor Rabbi Abner Weiss; Dr. Laura Family; Rush Limbaugh; Oprah; oreilly@foxnews.com; Stedman; Laurie Black - Strategic Partners with Southwest Strategies, Steve Alexander Group.; Helen Zille - Mayor of Cape Town, South Africa; Obed Mlaba - Mayor of Durban, South Africa; South African Consulate General; South China Morning Post; Edward Jay Epstein - Author of The Diamond Invention; editor@shanghaidaily.com; editors@jpost.com; United States Justice Department; Senator Barack Obama - US Democratic Presidential candidate; Senator@kennedy.senate.gov; Senator Lieberman ; Roy Essakow - Executive Marc Rich Holdings; Hilary-Bill DeBeers-Rhodes Scholar-Rich Clinton; Sarah Sim - Prince News, Princeton University; Alan M. Dershowitz - Harvard University Law School; Kenneth Standard Esq. - Immediate Past President of the New State Bar Association; Melanie Gurvits Esq. - Steven Spielberg's lawyer; President Rosenberg of the Screen Actors Guild; Drew Faust - President of Harvard University; Richard C. Levin, President Yale University; President@whitehouse.gov
Subject: PUTZ - Symposium - Just3ant.com - April 22nd, 2008 - 5th Wedding Annversary of GG and MDG - Party - Pr

My responses in red. Following lunch, please standby for my 7,000 word follow up to President George W. Bush.

________________________________________
From: Paul Robinson [mailto:year96@hotmail.com]
Sent: Wednesday, April 23, 2008 8:58 AM
My response earlier was intended to start dialogue, not to go on record officially for supporting/leading/joining anything.

Drawing a line in such "areas" as these have far reaching implications, and it certainly is one thing for an individual to choose a path, and spend a lifetime fighting for that path. Its another when the wake of those actions directly affect other people (whose life is just as valuable) who may not want any involvement. So far I haven't heard anything about those you know not "wanting any involvement" have to say about how they have directly as well as indirectly benefitted by the CIA spearheading along with the South African Apartheid Regime the most diabolical, the most macabre biological weapons programme first administered on Black South Africans but with the help of CIA assasins have been spread throughout the world and used on all opponents of the corrupt United States Government and their illegitimate regimes. You are beginning to sound like Devin Standard of Colorado University who knows better than to talk right now, instead just grabbing the cash being doled out to the filthy rich; not to mention that by not wasting time communicating with me he is able to grab that much more. What did you think of that complete prick joke of Dr. John K. Pollard Jr. I recently retold? This isn't just applying for an MBA, its drawing a line between those in power who have the ability to erase me or my family. I need to time to decide for myself and to consult with those who are close in my life to make sure they fully understand. Hence my comments about self assessment and information gathering.

shocked” to hear about the CIA spearheading --- Clandestine operations are an integral part of this country, they provide the blood stained blanket of security that allows you and I to go to Ralphs/Vons for food. I have not decided where I stand on this topic as I and family still live in the country and use its resources. So because you say you are a hypocrite that makes you feel that much better about yourself all the while I still haven’t heard your point of view about how it is that the poor in the United States are forced in to the economic draft to support you still affording to go to Ralphs and the such; and the fact that you may not have as large a Trust-Hush-Fund as The IT’s “tTOo” [sic] children, well I am sorry.

My God Paul, where have you been living all your life?---- I like many have I an interesting story. And your point?

What percentage of us Lily White Wheaty Eaters get stopped here in the United States for “driving black”? Try arrested for simply wearing a color. Again like many I have an interesting story

What percentage of us Lily White Wheaty Eaters are behind bars today --- Its big business, just like most things today. In fact I have several friends who work in corrections and they always talk about the privatization of prisons. Please be kind enough to send me their email addresses preferably prior them being forwarded or simply reading this communiqué on the internet. BTW did I mention to you or did you possibly miss reading about how barely a day goes by when I don’t think about my pogrom orphaned maternal great grandmother, Nechie Badash, what she was thinking as she left the closet she had been hiding in, no more than age 8, to find each and every member of her immediate
family, her mother and father as well as siblings, with their throats slit after a bunch of big
government-brainwashed Cossacks came riding through their village on horseback, simply
on a night out on the town, although it could have been in broad daylight, having fun killing
Jewish people, the most independent minded of all the world’s peoples; the exception of
course, the awesome “living to learn” now going on 1.5 billion strong Chinese, the Jews of
the Orient. Don’t you just love the Hebrew word, “L’Chaim – To life!”, that serves as a
reminder that one should be just like Jesus Christ, the greatest orthodox Jewish person that
has ever lived, never be afraid of dying, unless of course one believes one’s own skin is that
much more valuable than the next person with a soft skin?

how best to reach those being recruited for the US economic draft --- This part is
interesting. Thank you for contributing! What are you doing for lunch? Do you think you
might possibly be a little more sensitive if you stopped eating something that not all that
long prior had a heart beat? Do you think once self-absorbed it is just much easier to find
distractions from simply “standing tall” beginning by simply putting your hand in your
pocket and contribute generously to just3ants.com? Have you figured out the implications of
the fact that the Mossad don’t pay for either their weapon systems or their own intelligence
bearing in mind you of course understand perfectly well so do De Beers never worry about
paying credit card bills or even rent. Again, you perfectly understand the “real life” case
study of those two diamond wholesale-retail money laundering stores in downtown Del Mar
who along with every other one of the DAAC’s operations which of course include art
galleries, pizza joints, clothing stores, telephone stores, etc etc fix the price of rent that in
turn determine the value of all real estate all over the world. My God, Paul what the hell is
wrong with your brain? How can you expect me of all people to put with your “sh*t” [sic].
Are you not in the least bit embarrassed that Scottish Black African American Devin
Standard sees you as a putz, but of course not quite as pathetic as The IT and his Cow as
well as all those emotionless human beings who still have anything to do with these most
evil human beings who make Hitler look like a good guy?

The Tele-Communication networks have changed in the last few years with the introduction of the Patriot
Act. Yes the internet is communication medium unlike any we have ever seen, yes you can reach people
around the world, yes information can be propagated between countries in hours without being filtered,
but what if someone pulled the plug? Would you like to hear more about my pal Valerie Schulte Esq., a
senior lawyer for the National Association of Broadcasters and what she got out of spreading her legs for
CNN founder Ted Turner for a period of some 15 odd years? Or are you more interested to know what
special treatment Ted Turner got given how the NAB are supposed to be protecting the “best interests”
of the TV networks from cable operators who like the TV Networks are under the command and control
of the special interest of special interest group, the De Beers-Anglo American Cartel, the mafia of mafia?
Did you forget to ask me what else I picked up when workings for Codiam Inc., the DAAC’s principal price
fixing operation on US soil all designed to let the US Justice Department NEVER FORGET who “butters
their bread”? In which case let me simply remind you again that the DAAC get to see each and every
Wall Street deal worth talking about given how they own lock, stock and barrel lawyer-liar figureheads
such as Kenneth Standard Esq., the immediate past President of the New York State Bar Association,
hence Devin’s father’s “deafening silence”, the same with Alan Dershowitz and Co., all out of the
nonsense Harvard Law School.

After the Patriot Act, "entities" were allowed to "splice" connections at the major gateways to the inter-
networks, giving the entity the capability to duplicate all in-gress/e-gress traffic, and subsequently data
mine on it. The Patriot Act also allows entities to force companies to surrender data or systems for the
higher purpose. Whose to say certain pieces are erased permanently from electronic record? Does
Howard Stern have anything interesting to say these days? Does he still have long hair?
I can elaborate more if you like, but I think to reach people, several supplemental methods are necessary. Actual print is much harder to erase from historical record, going low-tech may be an alternative. I'm not sure if you are published, but a best seller in Amazon would be great, magazines, Etc... My point is, the plug can be pulled, and the new "protective" legislation just allowed entities to legally track who needs to be rounded up when the time comes. Again qualifying my remarks earlier, I have not chosen any path, and do not want my family involved in anything. Whatever!

Simple information gathering at this point is fine for me. Whatever!

Thanks Thanks
Paul Gary

PS PS

I will forward to Adam I will forward to Adam and the world